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 Word bank:
mall        stall  tall  roll
call        stroll  ball  refill

Write the spelling word from the word bank that matches each picture.
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There are letters missing in each word below. Print the complete word on the blank line
beside each word with missing letters.

T _ L _ C _ L _

STA _  _ B _ L _

 _ OL _ S _ R _ LL

_ A _ L R _ FIL _

A. tall B. roll C. stall D. stroll E. call F. mall
G. refill H. ball

Print the words from the list in the empty boxes. The shape of the word must match the
shape of the boxes.

A. ball B. roll C. refill D. stroll E. call F. mall
G. tall H. stall
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Complete each sentence with the words from the lesson 10 word
bank.

He wanted to __________ down the hill on his side, but
he had to make sure there were no other kids in the way
first!

My family took a __________ around the neighborhood
since the weather was so nice.

My uncle is __________, but my dad is taller.

I was so thirsty that I drank all my water and needed a
__________.

The __________ has a lot of different shops to visit.

My brother and I play catch with a ___________.

My mom went out of town, but she promised to
__________ us every night so we wouldn’t miss her too
much.

The horse fell asleep in its ____________.
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Below the blank puzzle grid is a list of words. Place the words in the correct place on
the grid. Tip: Start with letter sizes that have the fewest words. So if there are only 2
words with 7 letters and 5 words with 4 letters, try placing the 7 letter words first.

4 Letters
call
ball
roll

tall
mall

5 Letters
stall

6 Letters
refill
stroll




